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Answer the question with a long answer. 

1.  Where did Steven and his sister speak with an actress? 

2.  How long are me and my brother going to send money to Colombia? 

3.  When are Jessica and her uncle going to do dishes next time? 

4. What time is the waiter going to prepare our drinks? 

5. How much did your dinner and your breakfast cost in the hotel? 

6. How long did the lawyer and the judge meet in the court? 

7. How much soap did Fernando use to clean his apartment two years ago? 

8. Did Mary and her sister go to the discotheque a long time ago? 

9. Is his grandfather going to sleep three extra hours next Tuesday? 

10. Did Laura and Beth travel to Puerto Rico twice in 2017?  

11. How many Europeans did the hotel have in July last year? 

12. How often did the bus driver drive to Ecuador during this semester? 

13. How long ago did Tommy and me take French classes? 

14. How much are Lucy and Alexander going to spend in their honey-moon? 

15. When are there going to be tourists traveling around Colombia? 

Organize the words to make a sentence or a question. 

1. Is / When / the / lawyer / going to / ? / the / jail / next time / go to 

2. Me an d my aunt / left / ago / five / weeks / the city 

3. Where / resting / his / last / ? / were / Steven / and / uncle night 

4. Ago / How / ? / did / we / hear / News / long / time 

5. Are / When /your / sisters / visit / going to / their sons / in / Cartagena / ?  

6. ? /pounds /of / going to / is / the chef / need / how many / for / the cake / sugar 

7. Were / accidents / on / ? / vacation / there / many / the / last 

8. Is / ? / in Texas / Carol / stay / How long  / going to 

9. For the soup / the chef / How much / oil / ? / is / buy / going to 

10. In 2022 / going to / ? / Nico and Evelin / their / are / graduation  

Make a yes/no question or a Wh question ( in Past or Future) using every verb. Give an 

answer to every question. 

To share  To suffer  To find    To meet  To laugh 

To judge  To learn  To keep  To admire  To choose 



 

 


